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Abstract

In this paper we study a three-dimensional (3D) US Navy
crane. We present an extension to the 3D case of previous re-
sults of the authors concerning the crane’s stabilization by a
simple PD controller using only motor position measurements.
Two variants are studied: a PD controller using the equilibrium
end-point position as a reference and the same controller where
this constant reference is replaced by a flatness based trajec-
tory finishing at the same point. The first one is proved to be
globally stabilizing, whereas the second one’s stability is only
proved to be local. However simulation show the superiority of
the latter over the former.

1 Introduction

Crane control has been approached by various techniques, lin-
ear [5, 11], or nonlinear [1, 4, 6, 9, 10]. It also constitutes an im-
portant industrial challenge as witnessed by the many patents
such as [12]. In these papers, rope angles and/or load position
are generally assumed to be measured.

In [8] we have proposed a simple PD controller for the pla-
nar version of the US Navy crane when only motor positions
are measured. This controller allowed to globally stabilize any
equilibrium of the load in the crane’s workspace. This paper
constitutes an extension of [8], in two directions:
- As far as the model is concerned, the three-dimensional (3D)
version of the US Navy crane is considered which is obtained
from the planar version by allowing to rotate the platform with
the hoisting system. Moreover, contrarily to [8], the mass of
the mobile pulley guiding the rope attached to the load is not
neglected.
- As far as the closed-loop control is concerned, we study two
different controllers by comparing their performances. We con-
sider first a PD controller, the 3D version of the one presented
in [8]. Then we study atrackingcontroller which has the same
structure but where the equilibrium reference is replaced by a
time varying reference trajectory (feedforward) finishing at an
equilibrium point. This trajectory is calculated using the flat-

ness property of the 3D US Navy crane, shown in [7].

The performances of the two controllers can be compared for
the same equilibrium endpoint. The first approach (global sta-
bilization) guarantees that the equilibrium point is asymptot-
ically approached, without specifying the path between the
starting and end points. In particular, one may be confronted
with large transients. In the second approach, using a feasi-
ble reference trajectory, the tracking controller compensates for
deviations between the present state and the desired one on the
reference trajectory, thus smaller than the deviation between
the present state and the endpoint. This is shown in simu-
lation. More precisely, the oscillations of the load disappear
faster with the second method.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the 3D model
of a US Navy crane is presented. The next section extends the
global stability results of [8] to our 3D case. Section 4 is con-
cerned with the motion planning aspects and its flatness based
solution. The next section combines the results of the two pre-
vious ones in order to obtain a tracking controller with mea-
surement feedback. We finally present simulations comparing
the aforementioned controllers. The paper ends with conclud-
ing remarks.

2 3D US Navy crane model

A simplified representation of a US Navy crane is depicted
in Figure 1. Four motors (three of them winching ropes) are
mounted on the structure allowing to manipulate the load in a
3D workspace.

The crane comprises:

• A load of massm whose position is given by the coordi-
natesx1, x2, x3.

• A mobile pulley (whose coordinates arex01, x02, x03 and
with massm0) guiding the rope which hoists the load.

• A rotate platform actuated by the motor no.4. The inertia
of the rotate platform is denoted byM .

• A hoisting system mounted on the rotate platform, com-
prising three ropes hoisted by three winches fixed on the
boom. The winches are actuated by three motors (motors
no.1, 2, 3). The ropes are: ahorizontalrope of lengthL1,



attached to the mobile pulley and ending up on the winch
of motor no.1 whose coordinates arex11, x12, x13; a ver-
tical rope of lengthL2, preventing the mobile pulley from
falling, attached to the mobile pulley and ending up on the
winch of motor no.2 whose coordinates arex21, x22, x23;
a rope of lengthL3, attached to the load, passingthrough
the mobile pulley and finally ending up on the winch of
motor no.3 whose coordinates arex31, x32, x33. L0 is
the rope length between the mobile pulley and the winch
of motor no.3. The inertia of the winches of the motors
no.1, 2, 3 are denoted bym1,m2,m3, respectively. The
masses of the cables are assumed negligible w.r.t. the load
mass and winch inertias, and are set to 0.
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Figure 1: Simplified representation of a US Navy crane

The input variables of the model are the forcesT1, T2, T3, T4

delivered by the motors no.1 − 4 respectively. All ropes are
considered to be rigid.

Remark 1. Though the winches, on real cranes, are mounted
on the rotate platform, at a fixed distance from the correspond-
ing boom pulleys, they can be modelled as if they coincided with
these pulleys, provided that the rotating inertia of the boom pul-
leys are summed up with those of the corresponding winches.
Observe that the rope section of lengthL0 is part of the rope
of total lengthL3, attached to the load, and thus no inertia
parameter is associated to it.

All three winches on the boom are located along the same line.
Without loss of generality, let us fix the origin of the reference
frame at the intersection of this line with the axis of rotation of
the boom such that itsz-axis coincides with the axis of rotation
of the boom (see also Figure 1). Thus two geometric param-
etersα2 andα3 can be introduced such thatxij = αix1j for
i = 2, 3 andj = 1, 2, 3. Observe also thatxi3 is constant for
eachi = 1, 2, 3.

Denote byq = (q1, . . . , q12)T = (x1, x2, x3, x01, x02, x03,
x11, x12, L0, L1, L2, L3)T the vector of configuration vari-
ables.

Let us express the geometric constraints relating theq vari-
ables. In the next formula, the first four constraints express
the compatibility between the various rope lengths and the last
one corresponds to the rotation of the platform:

C1(q) =
1
2

(
3∑

i=1

(xi − x0i)2 − (L3 − L0)2
)

= 0

C2(q) =
1
2

(
3∑

i=1

(x0i − x1i)2 − L2
1

)
= 0

C3(q) =
1
2

(
3∑

i=1

(x0i − α2x1i)2 − L2
2

)
= 0

C4(q) =
1
2

(
3∑

i=1

(x0i − α3x1i)2 − L2
0

)
= 0

C5(q) =
1
2

(
x2

11 + x2
12 −

r2

α2
3

)
= 0,

(1)

wherer is the distance between the winch hoisting the rope of
lengthL3 and the axis of rotation of the platform.

Theorem 1. The dynamics of the US Navy crane read

mẍ1 = λ1(x1 − x01)
mẍ2 = λ1(x2 − x02)
mẍ3 = λ1(x3 − x03)−mg
m0ẍ01 = −λ1(x1 − x01) + λ2(x01 − x11)

+λ3(x01 − α2x11) + λ4(x01 − α3x11)
m0ẍ02 = −λ1(x2 − x02) + λ2(x02 − x12)

+λ3(x02 − α2x12) + λ4(x02 − α3x12)
m0ẍ03 = −λ1(x3 − x03) + λ2(x03 − x13)

+λ3(x03 − α2x13) + λ4(x03 − α3x13)−m0g
0 = λ1(L3 − L0)− λ4L0

m1L̈1 = −λ2L1 + T1

m2L̈2 = −λ3L2 + T2

m3L̈3 = −λ1(L3 − L0) + T3

Mẍ11 = −λ2(x01 − x11)− α2λ3(x01 − α2x11)
−α3λ4(x01 − α3x11) + λ5x11 − T4x12

Mẍ12 = −λ2(x02 − x12)− α2λ3(x02 − α2x12)
−α3λ4(x02 − α3x12) + λ5x12 + T4x11,

(2)

subject to ConstraintsCi(q) = 0 given by (1), whereλi is the
Lagrange multiplier associated toCi(q), i = 1, . . . , 5.

Proof. The proof follows the same lines as in [7] with kinetic
energy given by

2Wk =
3∑

i=1

(
mẋ2

i + m0ẋ
2
0i

)
+

2∑

i=1

Mẋ2
1i +

3∑

i=1

miL̇
2
i (3)

and potential energy given by

Wp = mgx3 + m0gx03. (4)



3 Global stability with measurement feedback

We wish to stabilize the crane at a given equilibrium point of
the load(x1, x2, x3) and at a given height of the mobile pulley
x03 by measurement feedback.

Setting the constraints and the dynamic equations at equilib-
rium, we find the corresponding values of the variables:x01,
x02, x11, x12, L0, L1, L2, L3 and the corresponding input
torques to be applied:T 1, T 2, T 3 andT 4. (Note thatT 4 = 0
for any equilibrium).

Define the error variables aseqi
= qi − qi whereqi stands

for the ith component ofq and qi for its equilibrium value.
Additionally, define

ξ =





arctan(x12
x11

) if x11 ≥ 0
−π + arctan(x12

x11
) if x11 < 0 andx12 < 0

π + arctan(x12
x11

) if x11 < 0 andx12 ≥ 0
(5)

whereξ gives the rotation angle of the rotate platform in the
(−π,+π] interval. Denote byeξ = ξ − ξ the corresponding
error.

Recall that the measured variables are:L1, L2, L3 andξ since
the rope lengths can be directly calculated from the angular
positions of the motors no.1, 2, 3. The following theorem is
an extension of the result in [8] to cranes in 3D with non-zero
guiding pulley mass.

Theorem 2. The four measurement feedback PD controllers,

T1 = T 1 + kd1ėL1 + kp1eL1

T2 = T 2 + kd2ėL2 + kp2eL2

T3 = T 3 + kd3ėL3 + kp3eL3

T4 = kd4ėξ + kp4eξ,

(6)

applied to the crane dynamics(2) with Constraints(1) and
gainskpi > 0 and kdi > 0, i = 1, . . . , 4, globally stabilize
the equilibrium(x1, x2, x3, x03).

The proof of Theorem 2 relies on a series of lemmas. Let

Wctrl =
1
2

(
3∑

i=1

kpie
2
Li

+ kp4
r2

α2
3

e2
ξ

)
+

3∑

i=1

T ieLi , (7)

denote the “potential” energy stored in the controllers. The
following energy-like function is defined:

W = Wk + Wp + Wctrl, (8)

with Wk given by (3),Wp by (4), andWctrl by (7).

Lemma 1. The derivative ofW along the closed-loop vector
field is given by:

Ẇ = −kd1ė
2
L1
− kd2ė

2
L2
− kd3ė

2
L3
− kd4

r2

α2
3

ė2
ξ ≤ 0. (9)

Proof. A direct computation leads tȯW =
∑5

i=1 λi
d
dtCi(q)−∑3

i=1 kdiė
2
Li
−kd4

r2

α2
3
ė2
ξ and since the satisfaction of constraints

implies that
∑5

i=1 λi
d
dtCi(q) = 0, the lemma follows.

Lemma 2. W is bounded from below, i.e.∃c ∈ R, c < C such
thatW ≥ c, and the setS = {(q, q̇) ∈ R24 : W ≤ C,Ci(q) =
0, d

dtCi(q) = 0, i = 1, . . . , 5} is compact for everyC ≥ 0.

Proof. (sketch) The term inξ is quadratic and thus bounded
from below. The quadratic terms inLi, i = 1, . . . , 3, dominate
the linear termsT ieLi

. The linear terms inx3 andx03 are also
dominated by the quadratic terms inLi, i = 1, . . . , 3, since
Constraints (1) imply thatLi → ∞ asx3 → −∞ or x03 →
−∞.

The above reasoning also shows that if any component ofq or q̇
tends to±∞ the constraintsCi(q), i = 1, . . . , 5 and their time
derivatives being satisfied, thenW goes to+∞. HenceS is
bounded. Thus the compactness is a consequence of the closed
and bounded nature of the setS.

Lemma 3. The only invariant trajectory compatible witḣW =
0, within the crane’s workspace, is the equilibrium trajectory,
i.e. x1(t) ≡ x1, x2(t) ≡ x2, x3(t) ≡ x3 andx03(t) ≡ x03.

Proof. The proof is a direct extension of the result presented
in [8].

Theorem 2 then follows by applying LaSalle’s theorem.

4 Flatness and motion planning

The motion planning problem is solved here thanks to the flat-
ness property of the crane model. For a formal definition of
flatness, the reader may refer to [2, 3]. The results presented
here for the 3D US Navy crane are adapted from those appear-
ing in [7].

4.1 Flatness

A flat output for the crane is given byY = (Y1, . . . , Y4)T =
(x1, x2, x3, x03)T , the coordinates of the load and the height of
the mobile pulley. As long as we exclude free-fall reference tra-
jectories, i.e.̈x3 6= −g, one can recover all the system variables
{x1, x2, x3, x01, x02, x03, L1, L2, L3, x11, x12, T1, T2, T3, T4}
from Y and its derivatives up to the 6th order (see [7]). There-
fore it suffices to generate theY trajectories so as to solve the
motion planning problem.

4.2 Trajectory generation

Assume that the position, velocity, acceleration, jerk and all
derivatives up to6th order of the flat output (including the po-
sition of the load) at initial timetI are given by(YI , ẎI , ŸI , . . . ,

Y
(5)
I , Y

(6)
I ) and the desired final configuration of the flat output

at final timetF is (YF , ẎF , ŸF , . . . , Y
(5)
F , Y

(6)
F ). We can inter-

polate these two conditions using an appropriate polynomial.



In particular, a reference trajectory between two different equi-
libria Y I = (YI1, YI2, YI3, YI4)T = (x1, x2, x3, x03)T (tI)
andY F = (YF1, YF2, YF3, YF4)T = (x1, x2, x3, x03)T (tF )
can be simply obtained by settingYI = Y I , ẎI = ŸI =
. . . = Y

(5)
I = Y

(6)
I = 0 andYF = Y F , ẎF = ŸF = . . . =

Y
(5)
F = Y

(6)
F = 0. The corresponding polynomial then reads,

for i = 1, . . . , 4:

Yci(t) = YIi + (YFi − YIi)
13∑

j=7

aj

(
t− tI
tF − tI

)j

, (10)

where the coefficientsaj , j = 7, . . . , 13 are independent oftI ,
tF , YIi andYFi, i = 1, . . . , 4. It results that the trajectory of
the load connectingY I to Y F is a straight line.

Using the flatness property, from (10) we deduce the references
of all configuration variables, denoted byqc, and the references
of all input forces, denoted byTci, i = 1, . . . 4.

5 Local tracking with measurement feedback

We investigate in this section theclosed-loopbehavior of the
system using the same PD regulator as before where we re-
place the equilibrium positions by the references computed in
the previous section. This modified controller is referred to as
the tracking controller.

Define εqi = qci − qi whereqi is the ith component of the
vectorq andqci is theith component ofqc. The tracking PD
controller is given by

T1 = Tc1 + kd1ε̇L1 + kp1εL1

T2 = Tc2 + kd2ε̇L2 + kp2εL2

T3 = Tc3 + kd3ε̇L3 + kp3εL3

T4 = Tc4 + kd4ε̇ξ + kp4εξ,

(11)

with the same gains as the controller (6) in Theorem 2. Note
that for equilibrium trajectories we get the same PD regulator
as before.

Theorem 3. Let the final pointqc(tF ) of the reference trajec-
tory be an equilibrium of the system. Thenqc(tF ) is locally
asymptotically stable in closed-loop using the tracking PD con-
troller (11).

Proof. (sketch) If we start in a sufficiently small neighborhood
of the reference trajectory, since all derivatives of the reference
trajectory are bounded by construction, the errorεq(tF ) at time
tF will remain bounded. Thus, since the reference aftertF is an
equilibrium trajectory it suffices to apply Theorem 2 to achieve
the proof.

6 Comparison of the controllers by simulation

Consider the reference trajectory starting from the equilibrium
xI1 = 14.2, xI2 = 1.5, xI3 = −5 [cm]1 at tI = 0 and finish-

1The small distances are due to the fact that the controllers are experimented
on a reduced size model of the US Navy crane in the authors’ lab. and the

ing at the equilibriumxF1 = 0.4, xF2 = 16 andxF3 = −5
[cm] at tF = 2.5 [s].

Let the real initial position of the load be the same for both
the globally stabilizing controller and the locally tracking con-
troller. Assume in addition that the initial equilibrium posi-
tion used to compute the reference trajectory is inaccurately
measured. Here:x1(tI) = xI1, x2(tI) = xI2 − 2.1, and
x3(tI) = xI3−2.2 [cm]. The simulation results in closed-loop
are given in Figures 2-5 with the same gains in both controllers.
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Figure 2: Trajectory of the load in closed-loop. Hashed lines:
globally stabilizing PD controller (6); Solid lines: tracking con-
troller (11); Dotted lines: reference for tracking.
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Figure 3: Trajectory of the rope lengthsL1 andL3 in closed-
loop. Hashed lines: globally stabilizing PD controller (6);
Solid lines: tracking controller (11); Dotted line: reference for
tracking.

The globally stabilizing controller shows a large error with re-
spect to the reference trajectory and the load approximately
stops at the end point after more than 3 periods of oscillations.
On the contrary, the locally tracking controller shows a much
smoother behaviour concerning both tracking and oscillations
at the end point. With this tracking controller, the load needs
less than 2 periods to get a comparable behavior. This is due
to the fact that the reference trajectory arrives at the endpoint
with vanishing derivatives up to order6 and that the deviation
with respect to this reference along the trajectory remains much
smaller than the deviation with respect to the endpoint. Thus,

simulator uses the physical parameters of this 1:80 model. Since precise mea-
surements of the load positions are unavailable, no experimental results are
presented in this paper. For more details on the reduced size model, please
refer to the videos available athttp://cas.ensmp.fr



the feedback (6) yields smaller accelerations and consequently
smaller oscillations, though the rate of decay of the energy is
the same in both cases.

The settling time of the locally tracking controller is approx-
imately 2.5 [s], almost the same as the prescribed travelling
durationtF − tI of the reference trajectory, whereas the set-
tling time of the global stabilizing controller is about 5 [s] in
the same conditions.
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Figure 4: Trajectory of angles. Right: rotation angleξ; Left:
angle of the plane determined by the ropesL1, L2 w.r.t. to the
vertical plane of the boom. Hashed lines: globally stabilizing
PD controller (6); Solid lines: tracking controller (11); Dotted
line: reference for tracking.
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Figure 5: Trajectory of angle w.r.t. the vertical of the rope sec-
tion connecting the load and the mobile pulley. Hashed lines:
globally stabilizing PD controller (6); Solid lines: tracking con-
troller (11); Dotted line: reference for tracking.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have studied two PD controllers with mea-
surement feedback and with the same gains. The first one uses
only the equilibrium end point coordinates as references and
is proved to be globally stabilizing. In the second one, called
tracking controller, the equilibrium end point reference is re-
placed by a flatness-based reference trajectory finishing at the
same end point. It is proved to be locally stable. Simulations
show that the tracking controller outperforms the globally sta-
bilizing one as long as the initial condition guesses are not too
bad. This is particularly interesting when the initial error with
respect to the reference trajectory is small whereas the overall
deviation between the initial and final position is large. The

problem of building an observer to estimate the initial con-
dition, in order to be able to construct reference trajectories
for the tracking controller with small initial errors, may be the
topic of forthcoming research.
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